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dx163 thomasson family papers 1803-1981 biographical background: the thomassons were a family of cottonspinners form bolton who had successfully built up a thriving business during the nineteenth century. john
thomasson, who died in 1837, left one son thomas (1808-76). he became president of the bolton liberal
asosciation, and in the ... notes and documents: the carlyle centenary; burns's 'to a ... - notes and
documents thomas carlyle in 1981 the carlyle centenary of 1981 has been celebrated so various ly, and in so
many parts of the world, that there seems little k. j. fielding: publications - taylor & francis - 326 prose
studies "thackeray and the dignity of literature" i & ii, tls, 19 & 26 september 1958, 536 and 552. "charles
dickens," victorian newsletter 14 (1958): 22-23; guide to research a critical study of the literary works of
j.a. froude with ... - thomas carlyle, a history of the first forty yearscf his life, 1795-1835, silver library ed., 2
vols (1901) thomas carlyle, a history of his life in london, 1834-1881, silver library sir sidney carlyle
cockerell papers - pdf.oaclib - sir sydney carlyle cockerell (1867-1962) was born on july 16, 1867. he
married florence kate kingsford (died 1949) in he married florence kate kingsford (died 1949) in 1907, and had
two daughters and one son. edinburgh research explorer - core - the carlyle society papers (in press). 2
abstract thomas carlyle (1795 to 1881) and godfrey thomson (1881 to 1955) were both interested in human
intelligence differences and how they contributed to the governance of a society and people’s political
involvement. thomson was professor of educational psychology at the university of edinburgh from 1925 to
1951. he was associated with large ... from leadership-as-practice to leaderful practice - the
longstanding “great man” theory portrayed by scottish historian thomas carlyle. leadership-as-practice is
concerned far more about where, how, and why leadership work is being organized and accomplished than
about who is offering visions for others to do the individualism and community in socialist thought burke and thomas carlyle — to the two key developments of late eighteenth century western europe, the
french revolution and the industrial revolution. and given that this is so, a number of sir sidney carlyle
cockerell papers, - cdnlisphere - sir sydney carlyle cockerell papers 1949-1981 hm 63186-63262 3 the call
numbers are hm 63186 - 63262. biographical note sir sydney carlyle cockerell was born on july 16, 1867.
relative income, happiness and utility: an explanation for ... - relative income, happiness and utility: an
explanation for the easterlin paradox and other puzzles andrew e. clark, paul frijters and michael a. shields1
june 2007 “every pitifulest whipster that walks within a skin has had his head filled with the notion that he is,
shall be, or by all human and divine laws ought to be, ‘happy’” (thomas carlyle). 1. income, happiness and the
easterlin ... on heroes, hero-worship, and the heroic in history - on heroes, hero-worship, and the heroic
in history thomas carlyle published by university of california press carlyle, thomas. on heroes, hero-worship,
and the heroic in history. reformation, regulation and the image: sumptuary ... - reformation, regulation
and the image: sumptuary legislation and the subject of law abstract. this article considers the development of
the individual subject of law and his constitutional status in the early modern english state, within the context
of sumptuary legislation enacted by the crown and the inns of court. during the sixteenth century, the legal
community took upon itself the role ...
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